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Before ERS there was the BAE… 

The legacy of the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics  
• Development of the field of 

agricultural economics 
• Links to the land-grant 

university system 
• Leadership in local and 

regional land use planning 
• Research on rural 

communities  

 
 

“It is proposed to merge into this one bureau all the 
forces of the department which are engaged in 
agricultural economics work.”  
                --Henry C. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BAE established in 1922 from USDA Office of Markets, Rural Organization Service, and Bureau of Crop Estimates“Revolving door” of land-grant academics helps to establish BAE as leader in applied economics and develop agricultural economics as an academic field at the universities—developed the discipline and built a market for its study 	Henry C. Taylor—Univ of Wisconsin	George F. Warren—Cornell	John D. Black—Univ of Minnesota (later Harvard)	Theodore W. Schultz—Iowa State (later Chicago)BAE economists developed critical new approaches in price estimation, market outlook, farm management, land economicsFor example, Louis Bean—farmer response to priceMordecai Ezekiel—methods of correlation analysis, curvilinear correlations for multiple variablesB. B. Smith—relationships of weather, yields, price, and farmer production decisionsFred Waugh—use of isotropic lines in determining regression surfacesBAE sociologists and economists also became involved in efforts to apply land economics (including resource economics) and rural sociology to regional land use planning during the 1930sIn 1938, BAE designated the central planning agency of Department charged with integrating Departmental planning and State/local land use planning committeesThat work, and controversial studies of rural communities (especially in Mississippi), led to political opposition locally and through Congress



…and ARS and AMS 

• 1953 reorganization of USDA 
“bureau” system 

• ARS formed from the scientific 
research bureaus 

• AMS (and other agencies) 
formed from production and 
marketing functions 

• BAE divided 
– Farm management, land 

economics, farm finance to ARS 
– Marketing & transportation, 

rural population and 
communities, agricultural 
estimates/S&O to AMS 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BAE, already removed from leadership of program planning in 1945 (and returned to coordinating the economics and statistical work of USDA)1953 major reorganization of USDA creates ARS and AMS (and other new “services”)BAE, still suffering from political opposition, dismantled—split between ARS and AMSAll work previously in BAE continued, but no longer centralized



Reactions to the end of BAE 

• O.V. Wells, the last BAE 
administrator: 
– New organization ends 

“disciplinary” approach 
in favor of “problem-
based” approach 

– Shares leadership of 
agricultural economics 
with land-grants and 
American Farm 
Economics Association 

• Other leaders in the 
field: 
– New organization places 

program needs ahead of 
fundamental research 

– Loss of leadership and 
prestige would affect 
quality of recruits 

– Loss of central, 
independent source of 
policy analysis for 
Secretary 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of the disciplinary concentrations of the old bureau system, new organization took “problem area” approach—interdisciplinary scientific research, marketing researchUSDA’s leadership in the field of agricultural economics waned somewhat, as work at land-grants and ARS/AMS field offices moved forward on less centralized priorities To some extent, neither prediction in 1954 held true—Removal from central planning & policy work allowed for more fundamental researchSame researchers remained on the job—economists like Fred Waugh continued to produce groundbreaking research—1957 Graphic Analysis in Agriculture Links across new Services continued little changed, as did links between USDA and land-grant departments 



Vision for a new USDA Economics Agency 

• New activist administration 
in need of strong policy 
analysis for agriculture 

• ERS established 1961 from 
most of the former BAE 
divisions 

• Director of Agricultural 
Economics and Staff 
Economists group replace 
policy role of BAE 
 

“The esprit de corps of the dispersed 
economic workers in USDA….was at a low 
ebb and we knew that morale would be 
raised by bringing them together into one 
agency.”   
            --Willard Cochrane,  
                Director of Agricultural Economics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activist approach of new Kennedy administration required a strong central policy analysis agencyWillard Cochrane, agriculture advisor to the Kennedy campaign, pressed for a new centralized economics agencyERS established in 1961—all of old BAE except statistical work (went to Statistical Reporting Service, later NASS) plus international economic analysis from FASBut key to the new organization, ERS would not report directly to the Secretary as had the BAENew Director for Agricultural Economics with a Staff Economists Group fulfilled the old policy advisory function of BAE—Cochrane appointed the first DirectorBuffers objective economics research (at ERS) from the policy decisionmakingOther key difference—from increasing capacity of program agencies—ERS not needed to provide program analysis, so also buffered from the politics of program implementation decisions



New ERS expands the research focus… 

• Continues traditional production economics and marketing 
research 

• Expands research in rural development and natural resources 
• Adds new research areas in food economics and international 

development 
 

 
 

“This will also help the Department develop a food budget that will give 
hard figures on normal needs of food and fiber for our own people, 
supplemental needs for distribution to the needy, and overseas needs in 
terms of our foreign economic program.”  
                                                        --Orville Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1960sEconomic analysis, marketing economics research, market development research, production economics, and international regional, trade, and development analysis.1962 a new resource development division established, taking work on use, development, conservation, and management of natural resources from farm economics areaNew task assigned to new agency was development of World Food Budget—related to new policy direction of donating U.S. food surpluses abroad—work in this area and in foreign supply and demand largely funded by AIDRural poverty also becomes a priority research area in 1960s—leads to organization of Economic Development Division in 1965—separates rural development from natural resources economics



…and adjusts to growing complexity… 
• Increasingly volatile and complex international context 

– Approached with increasingly sophisticated methods for studying 
trade effects and developing situation and outlook reports 

 
• Building evidence of the limitations of farm policy to address 

rural development needs 
– Leads to expanded attention to non-farm rural conditions and policy 

solutions 
 

• Expanded natural resources policy concerns and recognition 
of agriculture’s role in environmental degradation 
– Brings integrated studies of natural resource issues and examination of 

farm policy alternatives 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1970sAnalysis of effects in 1970s of flexible exchange rates, Soviet grain sale/food price inflation, OPEC/energy inflation, export embargoes, GATT negotiations, fundamental change in farm policy that allows more price volatility New approaches to S&O that integrates long-term and medium-term forecasting and econometric modelingRural poverty/economic development begins to appear to require more than farm-oriented policiesEnvironmental concerns begin to focus on ecological zones--watersheds & river basins, for example, and evidence suggests farm policies contribute to soil erosionThroughout the period (1960s-1970s) saw increasing budgets and stable staff levels—around 1000Financial assistance (transfers) support interagency problem area approaches—for example, rural development (both Federal and regional/State reimbursements) and natural resources (SCS River Basin Studies reimbursable program—large field-based staff)In 1973, EDD moved to Rural Development Service for 10 monthsIn 1977, ERS and SRS joined together with FCS as ESCS (Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service)—remain essentially the same within the new agency, then separated back out 4 years later in 1981



…and increasingly strained budgets 
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Presentation Notes
1980s-1990sPolicy situation remains complex—increasing global competition, farm financial crisis, complex multi-lateral trade negotiations, biotechnologies (seeds & rBGH), growing consumer concerns (environment, food safety, food quality)Budget situation grows severe—efforts to reign in discretionary spending hit ERS hard—from peak of $70.2 million (1996 dollars) in 1979, fell to $68 million in 1980 and to $55 million by 1996.Staff numbers likewise falling—from peak of 1200 in 1968, remained steady around 1000 until 1981, then steadily to around 800 by 1987, where it hovered until 1992, when it began to fall steadily again, reaching 550 by 1998 Drop in FTEs facilitated by adoption of office computer technologies—increases productivity significantly, so coverage of research areas remains broad, although in some areas, especially market outlook and international trade, become increasingly thin to accommodate growth in newer areas of researchBut falling budgets also drove an effort to focus ERS’s work on national and global level analysis, leaving State and local research and analysis to the land-grant universities as part of an integrated, and specialized, public agricultural economics research system



Clarifying the mission: “staff agency to the 
Nation” or broad-based research agency? 

• From its earliest days, ERS 
leaders sought to 
strengthen the agency’s 
position by defining a clear 
and limited purpose, 
differentiating it from the 
comprehensive BAE mission 
 

“The time is approaching when 
the…Service must further concentrate 
its people…to reduce further their 
fragmentation of research effort.” 

--Nathan Koffsky, ERS Administrator 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As early as 1965, ERS Administrator Nathan Koffsky raised the likelihood that the balance between the work of ERS and its university cooperators would need to be reconsidered—Driven in large part by early concerns about Congressional support for a centralized economics agency, but also a deeper philosophical difference within ERS--Tension between the role of ERS as “staff analysis” unit for national policy vs. long-term basic research in agricultural



Creating a division of labor between USDA and 
the land-grant universities 

• Willard Cochrane placed the question of ERS’s mission within 
the context of the broader public agricultural economics 
research system 
 
 
 
 

• ERS research staff resisted this limitation, viewing it as 
relegation to a lower status within that system 

“The USDA [ERS] is…best situated by reason of its large staff, familiarity with 
program operations and immediate access to the necessary data to 
formulate the many alternative program mechanics and crank through the 
quantitative results of these alternatives.” 

--Willard Cochrane, Director of Agricultural Economics 

“Universities do not have a monopoly on brains.” 
--Fred Waugh, ERS economist  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the BAE years, leadership and economists moved between Federal service and the universities regularly and they focused largely on the same policy issues--farm management, infrastructure, domestic policies—as well as fundamental research, creating an integrated profession without much specializationBy 1961, the public agricultural economics research system was well developed, gaining capacity during the interim between ERS and BAE, and from the rapidly expanding budgets for the land-grant university systemDiscussions began to arise, largely originating with ERS, but joined by land-grant university leaders, suggesting it would be wise to cultivate a division of labor within the public research systemWillard Cochrane’s vision of ERS as “staff agency to the nation” posited one such division of labor, with ERS focused on “economic intelligence”—the short-term applied economics research in direct support of policymakers, leaving land-grant university economists to focus on “creative analysis”—the long-term fundamental and theoretical research on which “economic intelligence” could be basedBut long-time researchers at ERS (like Fred Waugh) rejected that basis for specializationAnother suggested division of labor, also fraught with tension, recommended that ERS focus on the national and international level and the universities on State/local research problems.  The role of ERS as a national and international policy analysis group was emphasized by early leadership, but many also believed this distinction was not “realistic.”  Issues did not follow state boundaries.



The ERS field office system: Addressing the 
division of labor within ERS 

 
• Establishing identity of ERS as focused on  research of national 

policy importance 
 

• Confronting the challenge of managing a dispersed field staff 
with long-time links to university and other locations 
 

• Facing the growing overlap of ERS and land-grant university 
research  and interests and capabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the same time ERS is trying to clarify its mission within the broader agricultural economics research system, it faces its own internal blurring of mission through the long-time field staff systemCompounded by the pressures of decreasing budgets and staff and the growing demands of research and analysis in support of complex national and international policy issues



ERS in the field 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the beginning, USDA agricultural economics system included field offices, mostly co-located at land-grant universities and State experiment stationsBAE field offices began as part of mission to serve farmers, who were mostly small and oriented to State university & extension systemsBAE began with 148 field offices with 936 staff members, compared to the DC headquarters staff of 990.  Many were involved in inspection and regulatory work, but many engaged in joint research, especially when Purnell Act of 1925 extended Hatch Act funding to social science research.By May 1965 examples of field office personnel/work projectsN.L. LeRay, Jr., stationed at Cornell University working with on cooperative research with NY State Exp Stn on Appalachia research team on problems of declining rural areasE.C. Hunter, stationed at Colorado State University—analyzing cattle feeding in commercial feedlots as part of study of economics of cattle feeding, economics of farm size, economics of beef cattle fattening—all part of regional research studiesR.H. Rogers, stationed at Texas A&M—studying adjustment and supply response of cotton, participating in developing national model and cost of producing cottonJ.D. Jansma, stationed at Penn State—to work with Univ. Dept of Agr Econ and Land and Water Res Institute on appraisal of impact of watershed projects on local economy (part of SCS reimbursable River Basins Program)Although ERS staff at field offices had specific subject area assignments, in most cases they were integrated into the university research system—frequently participated in join research produced joint publications—journal and experiment station bulletins and reports--with university facultyERS staff appreciated the academic working environment and opportunities for teaching, cross-disciplinary work (w/physical scientists, for example) available through experiment station associations and university contextField office staff and regional coordinators who saw value in the close working relationships with university faculty, the education and recruitment opportunities for ERS staff, and the value of developing/maintaining expertise “on the ground”—national level problems & solutions were based on knowledge of these problems and implications of the solutions in specific places—e.g., knowledge of range and irrigation issues benefited from work in West, cotton from work in the South, economic development issues from work in rural communities.University departments and experiment stations valued the ERS field personnel—supported additional research personnel, sometimes also filled teaching needs; maintained direct link to national-level policy relevance of research; ERS management did recognize concerns that changing the field staff system could upset working relationships with universities and disrupt valuable educational and recruitment links, and the likelihood of sustaining robust joint research relationships     



Pressure on the field office system 

• Budget and staff ceiling 
concerns arise by late 1970s 

• Changing capacity and 
status of university 
departments 

• Continued efforts to clarify 
ERS mission 

“There has been an evolution in the relationship 
between ERS and the universities with increasing 
recognition of the uniqueness of the clientele 
mandates and comparative advantages.”   

--John Lee,  ERS Administrator 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tension continued because     upper management charged with consolidating the ERS staff for better control of research directions/justification to appropriatorsBy late 1970s, budget pressures were added to long-time mission/identity concerns regarding ERS’s field structureStaff ceilings and budget constraints led to gradually reducing field staff in most research areas in this period—263 field staff in 1971; 137 in 1982 (primarily River Basins Program staff)  [Recall that 800 were in the field when ERS organized in 1961]Also in play was apparently growing support from the leadership of the land-grant university system to differentiate the ERS mission from their own.  Related to the growth in capacity in these departments in the 1950s and 1960s, as well as changing relations between ERS and universities—resistance to ERS leadership



The break is made 

• By 1983, a new staff location policy based all ERS staff in 
Washington, DC 
 

• Plans were envisioned to continue periodic, short-term field 
assignments, recognizing 
– Continued value of specific field-based research 
– Continued value of broadening experiences for staff 
– Continued value of strong relationships with land-grant 

universities (and other state agencies) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
April 8, 1983, John Lee circulated memo to ERS staff explaining the new staff location policy that essentially ended the permanent field office structureVirtually the only remaining field staff were in the Natural Resources area—had been involved with the River Basins Initiative supported by SCS since the early 1960sUnfortunately, continued budget constraints mitigated against implementing the short-term field assignments at universities and changes in personnel 



Cooperative research continues 
• Regional research committees continue to involve ERS and 

university researchers in collaborative, regional level research 
 

• Professional interactions  through conferences, seminars, 
workshops 
 

• Cooperative research agreements and informal collaborations 
on specific projects 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While end of field office system in late 1970s-early 1980s changed ERS’s research relationship with the land-grant universities, it did not end it.Gains and losses have been catalogued by many observers—ERS gained “control” of its full staff complement under budget constraints—Universities lost some financial and personnel support with loss of ERS field staffERS lost direct state-level knowledge—Universities gained strong role in filling this “gap” in agricultural economics researchBoth lost the communication that was facilitated by field presence, but modern communications/information systems mitigated much of that loss over timeRegional research committees have continued ERS exposure to and participation in regional research issues, as well as direct peer working relationships with university faculty and collaborative relationships in recent years with mulit-institutional modeling efforts like GTAP and collaborations for developing larger modeling solutions Increased participation in professional conferences, seminars, workshops promotes interchange of ideas, collaborationsObservations suggest the smaller land-grant universities may have lost most from removal of field office staffs from availability at state/local levelProposal made in 1990 that comparative advantages of ERS and universities could be best used to enhance ag econ as a discipline—ERS—1) development and publication (making available) economic data	surveys expensive and hard to support at university level2) Situation and outlook analysis	national level interactions and secure data sources; short turn-around; broader coverage than universities can provide3) short-term policy analysis 	less so than before, with development of university-based capacity like FAPRIUniversities—Training of economists/other social scientistsInterdisciplinary work (problem identification & analysis0Analysis for state and local policy issues



Some concluding thoughts 
• Over the course of nearly 100 years, the public agricultural economics 

research system has developed iteratively between the land-grant 
universities and USDA 
 

• Following dissolution of BAE, growing capacity at the land-grant 
universities and weakening influence at the national level led to a new 
model of specialization  
 

• While never really implemented, the idea of specialization helped build a 
vision of peer partnership, rather than hierarchy, between institutions 
 

• This partnership cultivated and protected a strong informal research 
infrastructure, which is perhaps the most durable basis for an integrated 
public research system 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions may remain about whether this vision strengthens or weakens the public research system—whether it leads to greater innovation and creativity by allowing individuals greater freedom in what research to pursue, for example, or perhaps leads to duplication of research effort and a declining critical mass of support for continued public investment. 



Selected sources 

• USDA Historical Collection, National Agricultural Library, USDA 
 

• ERS 50th Anniversary Oral History Project 
 

• Baker and Rasmussen, “Economic Research in the Department of 
Agriculture: A Historical Perspective,” Agricultural Economics Research 
 

• Economics and Public Service: Proceedings of the 30th Anniversary ERS 
Conference 
 

• National Research Council, Sowing Seeds of Change 
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